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Featured Authors

Birch Bayh: Making a Difference
Robert Blaemire

A remarkable history of one of the most legendary U.S. senators of our time, 
Birch Bayh: Making a Difference reveals a life and career dedicated to the 
important issues facing Indiana and the nation, including civil rights and equal 
rights for women. Born in Terre Haute right before the Great Depression, Birch 
Bayh served more than 25 years in the Indiana General Assembly and the 
United States Senate. His influence was seen in landmark legislation over his 
tenure. Bayh was also the author, chief Senate sponsor and floor leader of the 
Equal Rights Amendment, and he successfully led the opposition to two Nixon 
nominees to the Supreme Court. 

$40

Piety & Power: Mike Pence and the Taking of the White House
Tom LoBianco

LoBianco, a longtime Pence reporter, crafts a revealing portrait of the real Mike 
Pence – a politician whose understated style masks a drive for power but also 
a surprising political acumen. He draws on years of research, more than 100 
exclusive interviews with those closest to the vice president, and deep ties both 
within the Beltway and Indiana state politics. This biography highlights Pence’s 
strained, at times obsequious, relationship with Trump, his marriage to Karen, his 
deeply repressed personality, his presidential aspirations and plans for America’s 
future, and his deep-rooted faith in his country, in God, and ultimately himself.

$26.99

Extra Innings: My Life in Baseball
Max Schumacher and Mark Montieth

Max Schumacher began working for the Indianapolis Indians Triple-A baseball 
team in 1958 and became the general manager in 1961. The Indians have 
been one of America’s premier minor league franchises ever since, presenting 
unforgettable stars and moments while playing in historic ballparks. In this 
retrospective, Schumacher recalls his upbringing in Indianapolis that inspired his 
love for baseball and shaped his working career, as well as stories that are unique 
to minor league baseball. Minor league baseball provides the heart and soul of 
the sport, and the Indianapolis Indians have been a leader within minor league 
baseball for well over a century. This book provides an inside account of their 
past 50 years, from the man who directed and witnessed their fortunes.

$19.99
Also available from Mark Montieth – Reborn: The Pacers and the Return of Pro Basketball in 
Indianapolis, Passion Play: A Season with the Purdue Boilermakers and Coach Gene Keady
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Biography/Memoir

ABE'S YOUTH
Shaping the Future President

William E. Bartelt and Joshua A. Claybourn

Since his death, Abraham 
Lincoln has been celebrated as 
savior of the Union, proponent 
for emancipation, president 
of the United States, and 
skilled statesman. Although 
Lincoln's adult life has been well 
documented and analyzed, most 
biographers have regarded his 
early years as inconsequential to 
his career and accomplishments.

In 1920 a group of historians 
known as the Lincoln Inquiry 
were determined to give Lincoln’s 
formative years their due. Abe’s 
Youth takes a look into their 
writings, which focus on Lincoln’s 
life between 7 and 21 years of age. 
By � lling in the gaps on Lincoln’s 
childhood, these authors shed light 
on how his experiences growing up 
in� uenced the man he became. As 
the � rst fully annotated edition of 
the Lincoln Inquiry papers, Abe’s 
Youth o� ers indispensable reading 
for anyone hoping to learn about 
Lincoln's early life.

WILLIAM E. “BILL” BARTELT is a Lincoln historian and author of There I 

Grew Up: Remembering Abraham Lincoln’s Indiana Youth and other books. For 

many years Bartelt worked as a ranger and historian at the Lincoln Boyhood 

National Memorial. He is a board member of the Abraham Lincoln Association 

and the Indiana Historical Society, and received the Indiana Historical 

Society’s “Hoosier Historian” award in 2003. 

JOSHUA A. CLAYBOURN is an attorney and author or editor of several 

books, including Our American Story: The Search for a Shared National 

Narrative. A widely published commentator on legal, political, and historical 

topics, Claybourn has also appeared as a guest on CNN, MSNBC, and NHK. 

He is a board member of the Abraham Lincoln Association.

ISBN: 978-0-253-04389-4
Paperback: $20.00

iupress.indiana.edu
EXPLORE YOUR WORLD

Enter FMG3XX at 
checkout for 30% OFF

Abe’s Youth: Shaping the Future President
William E. Bartelt and Joshua A. Claybourn

Although Lincoln’s adult life has been well documented and analyzed, most 
biographers have regarded his early years as inconsequential to his career and 
accomplishments. In 1920, the Lincoln Inquiry was formed to give Lincoln’s 
formative years their due. Abe’s Youth, the first fully annotated edition of the 
Lincoln Inquiry papers, offers indispensable reading for anyone hoping to learn 
about Lincoln’s early life. 

$24
Also available – “There I Grew Up”: Remembering Abraham Lincoln’s Indiana Youth

Indiana Originals: Hoosiers, Heroes & Heroines
Ray E. Boomhower

Hoosier history overflows with bold visionaries, noble heroes and lovable rogues. 
May Wright Sewall struggled to uplift womankind and unflinchingly called for 
peace in a world sleepwalking toward conflict. In the guise of Abe Martin, Kin 
Hubbard graced the Indianapolis News’ back page for 26 years with folksy humor. 
Combat photographer John A. Bushemi bravely faced the terrors of war and 
perished capturing its violence. Audacious automotive pioneer Carl G. Fisher 
went to any length to promote himself, even flying a car via a hot air balloon. 
Author Ray E. Boomhower, the dean of Hoosier biographers, brings together 40 
of the most notable figures from the 19th state.

$21.99
Also available – Mr. President: A Life of Benjamin Harrison, Dispatches from the Pacific: The 
World War II Reporting of Robert L. Sherrod, Gus Grissom: The Lost Astronaut and Robert 
Kennedy and the 1968 Indiana Primary

Pickin’ Cotton on the Way to Church: The Life and Work of 
Father Boniface Hardin, OSB
Nancy Van Note Chism

Excluded from the seminaries in Kentucky because of his race, Father Boniface 
Hardin enrolled in Saint Meinrad Seminary in Spencer County, Indiana, and took his 
vows as a Benedictine monk. In 1965, he accepted the position of associate pastor 
at Holy Angels Catholic Church in Indianapolis. Father Hardin was a social activist 
who spoke out against poverty, segregation and police brutality – actions that were 
considered inappropriate for a priest. Along with Sister Jane Shilling, he opened the 
Martin Center, where they advocated full time for the poor and disenfranchised. 
They also co- founded Martin University, the only predominately African American 
institution of higher learning in Indiana.

$24.95
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Biography/Memoir

Last Press Bus Out of Middletown: A Memoir
Bob Hammel

In Last Press Bus Out of Middletown, Hammel tells the story of how an Indiana 
sports journalist without a college degree, armed with talent, gumption and a 
whole lot of inspiration and advice from those he worked with, earned national 
attention while still working for his small-town newspaper. From Bob Knight to 
Mark Spitz, from the horrors of the Munich Olympics tragedy to the Hoosiers’ 
exhilarating clinching of the NCAA basketball championship, Bob Hammel’s 
journey has been unforgettable. Even in his 80s, it’s a dream that still has him 
smiling and storytelling.

$25
Also available – Knight: My Story, The Bill Cook Story: Ready, Fire, Aim!, The Bill Cook Story II: 
The Revisionary

The Kimberlins Go to War: A Union Family in Copperhead 
Country
Michael B. Murphy

As July 7, 1861, dawned, war was in the air in Lexington, Indiana. The county 
seat of Scott County was abuzz with the latest news of the southern rebellion. 
Although Scott County had been rife with sympathy and support for the South, 
answering the call to serve the Union cause from the county were Jacob T. 
Kimberlin, his older brother, John J. and three of his cousins. This is the story of 
the Kimberlin Family that sent 33 fathers and sons, brothers and cousins, to fight 
for the Union during the Civil War. Ten family members were killed, wounded  
or died of battlefield disease, a 30 percent casualty rate that is unmatched 
in recorded Scott County history. Of the 134 known deaths of Scott County 
soldiers, 10 were members of the Kimberlin clan.

$19.95

The Life and Art of Felrath Hines: From Dark to Light
Rachel Berenson Perry

Featuring exquisite color photographs, The Life and Art of Felrath Hines explores the 
life, work and artistic significance of Felrath Hines. Hines, the first African American 
man to become a professional conservator for the Smithsonian National Portrait 
Gallery, was born and raised in the segregated Midwest. While growing up, Hines 
was encouraged by his seamstress mother to pursue his early passion for art by 
taking Saturday classes at Herron Art Institute in Indianapolis. This book chronicles 
the life of this exceptional artist who overcame numerous obstacles throughout his 
career and refused to be pigeonholed by his race. 

$40
Also available – Paint and Canvas: A Life of T.C. Steele, William J. Forsyth: The Life and Work of 
an Indiana Artist, The House of the Singing Wind: The Life and Work of T.C. Steele
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Biography/Memoir

The Education of Alice Hamilton: From Fort Wayne to Harvard
Matthew Ringenberg

As the founder of the Occupational Safety and Health Act and the first woman 
faculty member of Harvard University, Alice Hamilton will be remembered for 
her contributions to public health and her remarkable career. Born and raised 
in Fort Wayne, Hamilton attended several medical schools contributing to her 
lifelong dedication to learning. Focusing on the investigation of the health and 
safety conditions – or rather lack thereof – in the nation’s factories and mines 
during the second decade of the 20th century, her discoveries led to factory and 
mine level-initiated reforms, and to city, state and federal reform legislation. 
They also led to a greater recognition in the nation’s universities for formal 
academic programs in industrial and public health. In 1919, Harvard officials 
considered Hamilton the best qualified person in the country to lead their effort 
in this area. 

$18

Thomas Lincoln: Abraham’s Father
Daniel Cravens Taylor

Hundreds of books have been written – and are still being written – about 
Abraham Lincoln. But in the annals of Lincoln history, Thomas Lincoln, Abraham’s 
father, is a largely neglected figure. He rates a few paragraphs in an otherwise 
large biography and has served as a quick backdrop to the birth and childhood 
of our 16th president. This is the first complete biography of Thomas Lincoln to 
come to market, dealing with the known details of Thomas’ life and placing him 
in the time and culture in which he lived.

$24.99

Sleeping in Dixie’s Feather Bed: Growing Up White in the  
Segregated South
Lou Ellen Watts

How do cultural teachings affect a person’s life? Can they be changed through 
experience and education? Should we even want to change them and to what 
extent? Sleeping in Dixie’s Feather Bed is a story of how this talented young lady 
living in the 1940s, 50s and 60s, became aware of the Civil Rights movement 
after having grown up mostly oblivious to the varieties of racial identities 
around her. At a multiracial camp, she experienced a new view of equality that 
continued when she moved to Indiana. 

$20
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Biography/Memoir

U N I T E D  S TAT E S  O F  A M E R I C A

ISBN 978-0-87195-436-7     U.S. $24.95

See our complete catalog at www.indianahistory.org
Stacy Simmer | Art direction and cover design 
Isabelle Kroeker | Page layout

P R I N T E D  I N  T H E

SHADOWS
BENJAMIN C.  
EVANS JR. AND  
THE CENTRAL  
INTELLIGENCE  
AGENCY

DOUGLAS A. 
WISSING
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Gentleman in the Shadows is a biography of Benjamin C. Evans Jr., a Central 
Intelligence Agency executive who operated at the top levels of the U.S. intel-
ligence community during the darkest days of the Cold War. After serving as a 
covert case officer in revolutionary Havana, Cuba, and then managing The Asia 
Foundation, a sprawling CIA front organization, Evans was promoted to the 

CIA headquarters’ seventh floor, where the executive 
directorate team managed world-changing intelligence 
missions. A socially adept administrator, Evans was the 
CIA Executive Secretary for seven Directors of Central 
Intelligence under four presidential administrations. 

Evans was part of the tumultuous period that included 
America’s crusade to democratize Occupied Japan, the 
Korean War, nuclear standoffs with the Soviet Union, 
the anti-Castro counterrevolutionary movement that 
climaxed in the Bay of Pigs invasion, the Vietnam War, 
Watergate, and the Family Jewels furor after the CIA’s 
dirty secrets were revealed. 

Through his marriage, Evans was a member of America’s elite, which figured so 
prominently in the U.S. intelligence services. Born and raised in a prosperous 
family in Crawfordsville, Indiana, Evans was imbued with conservative Hoosier 
values that celebrated servant-leadership. Following his graduation from the 
U.S. Military Academy at West Point, Evans’s social savvy and encultured values 
stood him in good stead in Occupied Japan, where he served as aide-de-camp 
to General Eugene Harrison, a decorated World War II intelligence officer and 
Occupation administrator. It was in Occupied Japan that Evans and the general’s 
stepdaughter, Jan King, fell in love; they later married. 

When President Harry Truman recognized he needed a foreign intelligence 
service, General Harrison was on the commission that established what came to 
be the CIA. Not too many years later, Harrison and his cohorts insured that his 
son-in-law Evans, by then a respected military intelligence officer, was offered  
a position in the agency.

CIA families not uncommonly led double lives of sequestered thoughts, unasked 
questions, and intimate deception. An empathetic family man, Evans paid a  
psychological price for his emotionally isolated life in the clandestine service.

Douglas A. Wissing is an award-winning journalist and author of numerous 
books, including Indiana: One Pint at a Time and Crown Hill: History, Spirit,  
Sanctuary. He has written for the New York Times, Washington Post, Los Angeles 
Times, CNN.com, Fox.com, Salon.com, and Time.com, among other publications.

Gentleman in the Shadows: Benjamin C. Evans Jr. and the CIA
Douglas A. Wissing

Benjamin C. Evans Jr. was a Central Intelligence Agency executive who operated 
at the top levels of the U.S. intelligence community during the darkest days of 
the Cold War. He was also the CIA executive secretary for seven directors of 
Central Intelligence under four presidential administrations. His story starts in 
Crawfordsville, Indiana, and author Douglas Wissing follows him through West 
Point, World War II, and his marriage to Jan King, part of the old Washington, D.C., 
aristocracy.

$24.95
Also available – IN Writing: Uncovering the Unexpected Hoosier State, Hopeless But Optimis-
tic: Journeying Through America’s Endless War in Afghanistan and Crown Hill: History, Spirit 
and Sanctuary
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Children’s/Young Adult

Monster & Dragon Write Poems
Shannon Anderson

When Monster and Dragon discover a poetry contest, they both decide they 
are in it to win it. Making the most of every minute, Monster and Dragon try 
out many kinds of poems. They drop their entries into the box right before the 
deadline, with some high fives and high hopes.

$9.99
Also available – Penelope Perfect, Coasting Casey

Mouse’s Christmas Gift
Mindy Baker

A tiny church mouse must find a way to bring Christmas spirit to his little town 
when the Christmas Eve service is canceled because the parson is sick.

$16.99

Fly
Nathan Clement

The step-by-step process of air travel from the perspective of a young girl on a 
trip with her parents is revealed in this informative picture book featuring easy-
to-read text and simple graphic illustrations. For first-time flyers eager to earn 
their wings or experienced flyers, curious about who controls the plane.

$16.95
Also available – Big Tractor, Drive

Tyler Johnson Was Here
Jay Coles

When Marvin Johnson’s twin brother, Tyler, is shot and killed by a police officer, 
Marvin must fight injustice to learn the true meaning of freedom in this striking 
and heartbreaking debut novel. The Hate U Give meets All American Boys in 
this striking and heartbreaking novel, commenting on current race relations in 
America. 

$10.99
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Children’s/Young Adult

Binder of Doom #1: Brute-Cake 
Troy Cummings

Alexander Bopp is the leader of the Super Secret Monster Patrol, a club whose 
members are sworn to protect the town from monsters. But there haven’t been 
monsters to fight for months. Alexander misses his best friends – and fellow 
club members – Rip and Nikki. Then he starts finding weird old-timey objects, 
cake crumbs and creepy monster cards all over town! Could the monsters be 
back? The Super Secret Monster Patrol will have to get back together to find out! 
Fans of The Notebook of Doom are going to devour this exciting new series from 
bestselling author-illustrator Troy Cummings!

$4.99
Also available – Binder of Doom #2: Boa Constrictor, The Notebook of Doom Series, Can I Be 
Your Dog?

Sweet Dreams Chicago
Adriane Doherty

This deceptively simple bedtime book helps your child understand the people 
and places that make up the city of Chicago. As children say goodnight to the 
animals that call the city home, they form lasting connections to the real-world 
environments and ecosystems around them. Even the most reluctant sleeper 
can’t resist the lyrical sentences and soothing illustrations. Sure to become your 
child’s favorite bedtime story, Sweet Dreams Chicago travels through the Windy 
City from O’Hare Airport to Shedd Aquarium, to lull your little one to sleep. 

$14.99
Also available – Sweet Dreams Ohio, Sweet Dreams Indiana, ABC Indiana, ABC Christmas

Little Branch Gets Adopted
Sherrie Eldridge

Little Branch had the most wonderful mama plant. But, one day a big storm 
came and knocked her over. He was placed with another mama plant that he 
didn’t like at first. He ended up loving both mothers, because they provided all 
he needed to grow up well.

$12.99
Also available – Twenty Things Adopted Kids Wish Their Adoptive Parents Knew, Twenty Things 
Adoptive Parents Need to Succeed
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Children’s/Young Adult

Hello, I’m Here!
Helen Frost

Poetic text and wonderfully intimate photographs follow a newborn sandhill 
crane as it takes its first steps into the world. A perfect new baby gift that 
appeals to bird lovers as well.

$16.99
Also available – Among a Thousand Fireflies,  Applesauce Weather, When My Sister Started 
Kissing, Salt: A Story of Friendship in a Time of War, Step Gently Out, Sweep Up the Sun

The Birth of the First Amendment
Donna Griffin and Gary Varvel (illustrator)

Truth. Fake News. The First Amendment. How did it all start?  In this middle 
grade graphic novel, John Peter Zenger refuses to bow to British authority 
despite being imprisoned for eight months. He continues to publish his 
newspaper thanks to his wife, Anna Zenger, who became the first woman printer 
and publisher in the colonies.

$20 paperback; $30 hardcover 
Also available – Old Whiskers Escapes, The Twelve Days of Christmas in Indiana

Life of Zarf: The Trouble with Weasels, Book 1
Rob Harrell

Zarf is a 7th grade troll, just trying to survive his fairy tale middle school. And 
now, the king has gone missing and it may come down to Zarf and his friends 
to save the kingdom! The first book in this brilliant new illustrated series from 
comics creator Rob Harrell is perfect for fans of fractured fairytales and the Land 
of Stories series.

$7.99
Also available – Life of Zarf: The Troll Who Cried Wolf, Book 2, Life of Zarf: Troll Overboard, 
Book 3, Monster on the Hill

Wake Up, Woods
Gillian Harris (illustrator), Michael Homoya and Shane Gibson

Wake Up, Woods showcases the splendor of our Eastern North American 
woodlands through botanical illustrations, whimsical verses and scientific facts. 
Children and adults will learn and celebrate some of nature’s most fascinating 
moments.

$18.95
Also available from Michael Homoya – Orchids of Indiana and Wildflowers and Ferns of 
Indiana
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Children’s/Young Adult

A Round of Robins
Katie Hesterman

From defending their territory to sending off their feisty fledglings and everything 
in between,  A Round of Robins explores the nesting cycle of the robin with 16 
playful, plucky poems.

$16.99

This Tree is Tall
Denise Jones

A children’s picture book about opposites found in nature, the simple text makes 
it pleasurable for young children learning to read independently. The exquisite 
photographs enhance the text and keep grown-ups interested.

$16.99

Hell on Heels
Jenny Medenwald

A shy teenage wallflower makes a deal with the devil but finds herself in a real 
fiery pit when the devil comes to claim her soul, faster than Ophelia intended.

$19.99
Also available – The Lucky Strikes, Every Breath You Take

The Windfall App
Teresa Richards

Marina Berghman is a classical piano prodigy with parents who’ve had her life 
mapped out since she was in diapers. But their plan leaves no room for her secret 
love of alternative rock or Sean, the edgy guitarist who recently moved to town. 
When Marina buys a lottery ticket on her 18th birthday via the new Windfall 
app, she expects it to be nothing more than a rite of passage. Marina soon finds 
herself at the center of someone else’s life or death game. 

$14.99
Also available – Emerald Bound, Topaz Reign
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Children’s/Young Adult

First Snow
Talitha Shipman (illustrator) 

Friends gather outside to celebrate the first snowfall of the season with snowball 
fights, sledding, making the most of a windy, wintry day. With rhyming text and 
cheerful illustrations, this is a charming celebration of the winter season. 

$16.99
Also available – Applesauce Day, On Your Way

Affectionately Yours: The Devoted Life of Abigail Adams
Sharon Stohler

Affectionately Yours presents excerpts from actual letters written by John and 
Abigail Adams. Each page tells the story of their love and captures their devotion 
to each other through their dedicated letter writing. Delightful illustrations draw 
young readers into their story and support the courage and strength of the first 
lady.

$17.99

The Marvelous Adventures of Gwendolyn Gray
B.A. Williamson

Gwendolyn Gray faces an overwhelming battle every day – keeping her 
imagination under control. But when her daydreams come alive and run amok 
in The City, the struggle to control them becomes as real as the furry creatures 
infesting her bedroom. Worse yet, she’s drawn the attention of the Faceless 
Gentlemen, who want to preserve order in The City by erasing Gwendolyn and 
her troublesome creations.

$11.99
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Fiction/Poetry

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Illuminated by The Message
Joyce Brinkman

While nonbelievers might invoke God to fit the times, Elizabeth Barrett Browning 
was more inclined to stretch the fabric of Victorian literary convention. She 
broached subjects that most thought unfeminine material, not only referencing 
God and quoting scripture but also carrying scriptural principles into her 
writing on what was considered at her time a proper subject matter only for 
men: politics. In this volume of Literary Portals to Prayer, each verso (left) page 
contains an excerpt from one of Browning’s works and the opposite recto (right) 
page illuminates the selection with a Bible verse from The Message: The Bible in 
Contemporary Language by Eugene H. Peterson.

$10.95
Also available – Seasons of Sharing

My Name Was Never Frankenstein: And Other Classic Tales 
Remixed
Bryan Furuness (editor)

My Name Was Never Frankenstein brings your favorite characters back to life in 
new and exciting escapades. In this inventive collection, a stellar cast of writers 
uses classic adventure tales as a launch pad for an eclectic mix of prequels, 
alternate universes, spin-offs and total reboots. Imagine Ahab is shipwrecked 
on an island of cannibals or Mr. Hyde tells his side of the story or the scarecrow 
from Oz struggles with the mystery of his existence. By turns wry and haunting, 
My Name Was Never Frankenstein upends old territory and classic characters to 
reclaim them for a new generation.

$18
Also available – Do Not Go On, The Lost Episodes of Revie Bryson

Penny for Your Secrets
Anna Lee Huber

Former Secret Service agent Verity Kent is finding that life after wartime offers its 
own share of danger. When her friend Ada’s husband is discovered shot through 
the heart with a bullet from Ada’s revolver, Verity fears her friend has made a 
fatal blunder.

$16
Also available – An Artless Demise, Treacherous is the Night
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Fiction/Poetry

Poetic Moods
Linda D. Johnson

Poetic Moods is a refreshing approach to poetry that covers a wide variety of 
subjects from life challenges, wisdom, relationships, to this, that and the other 
with added humor. It continues with appreciation, bereavement, inspiration, 
occasion messages and encouraging themes, as well as stressing the importance 
of voting.

$14.95

Indiana Hill Country Poems
Norbert Krapf

In poems of place, nature, family history and spiritual development, former 
Indiana Poet Laureate Norbert Krapf returns to the setting of his most popular 
collections, the hill country of his native Southern Indiana. Whitman and Frost 
are his literary ancestors.

$18
Also available – The Return of Sunshine: Poems by a Laureate for Ecstatic Grandparents, 
Bloodroot: Indiana Poems, The Ripest Moments, Shrinking the Monster

The Confessions of Adam
David J. Marsh

Eve has just died. Adam of Eden hires a master scribe, Oren, to write his memoir. 
The two come to see all they share – lost love, estranged sons, memories that 
must be confronted. And a Maker who knows no distance.

$17.99

Hope Rides Again
Andrew Shaffer

In the sequel to the New York Times bestseller Hope Never Dies, Obama and 
Biden reprise their roles as BFFs-turned-detectives as they chase Obama’s 
stolen cell phone through the mean streets of Chicago – and right into a vast 
conspiracy.

$14.99
Also available – Hope Never Dies
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Fiction/Poetry

Warrior Woman: The Exceptional Life Story of Nonhelema, 
Shawnee Indian Woman Chief
Dark Rain Thom and James Alexander Thom

Literate, lovely and imposing at more than 6 feet tall, Nonhelema was the 
Women’s Peace Chief of the Shawnee Nation – and already a legend when the 
most decisive decade of her life began in 1774. That fall, with more than 3,000 
Virginians poised to march into the Shawnee’s home, Nonhelema’s plea for 
peace was denied, so she loyally became a fighter, riding into battle covered in 
war paint. When the Indians ran low on ammunition, Nonhelema’s role changed 
back to peacemaker, this time tragically. Negotiating an armistice with military 
leaders of the American Revolution like Daniel Boone and George Rogers Clark, 
she found herself estranged from her own people – and betrayed by her white 
adversaries.

$8.99

Fire in the Water
James Alexander Thom

Paddy Quinn, the boy who ate rattlesnakes and lost a hand to a cannon blast 
during the Mexican War, returns as a famous Civil War correspondent and 
battlefield sketch artist. The central action in this novel is the tragic explosion 
and burning of the paddlewheel steamboat Sultana, near Memphis in the last 
days of the Civil War, killing some 1,800 homebound Yankee survivors of the 
hellish Andersonville prisoner-of-war camp in Georgia. But the undercurrent of 
the novel is the national mourning for assassinated President Lincoln, whose 
corpse was en route on his funeral train from Springfield, Illinois, at the time of 
the disaster.

$16.99
Also available – Once Upon a Time It Was Now, Follow the River, Saint Patrick’s Battalion

The Lost Are the Last to Die
Larry D. Sweazy

Ex-Texas Ranger Sonny Burton chases a criminal he has a history with. It’s a cat 
and mouse game in a life and death outcome.

$25.95
Also available – See Also Proof: A Marjorie Trumaine Mystery, A Thousand Falling Crows, The 
Trading Post and Other Frontier Stories
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Fiction/Poetry

Clapping with One Hand
George W. Wolfe

Musician, activist and author George Wolfe integrates his study of East Indian 
culture, the music of Mozart and the philosophy of Zen in this collection of 
poems that strives to lead readers toward a greater transcendence of themselves.

$17.95
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History

Irvington in 1910: A Year in the Life  
of an Indianapolis Neighborhood
William F. Gulde

Irvington in 1910 tells the story of what daily life was like in the first suburb of 
Indianapolis – the home to Butler University, artists, writers, suffragists and 
everyday people.

$20

Lincoln Road Trip: The Back-Road Guide  
to America’s Favorite President
Jane Simon Ammeson

Jane Simon Ammeson will help you step back into history with a fun and exciting 
road trip to the famous and forgotten sites where Abraham Lincoln lived and 
visited.

$15
Also available – How to Murder Your Wealthy Lovers and Get Away with It: Money and May-
hem in the Gilded Age, Murders That Made Headlines: Crimes of Indiana.

Faith and Fury: Eli Farmer on the Frontier, 1794–1881
Riley B. Case

Some of America’s political and social identity today can be traced to the 
early frontier. After 1801, religion exploded across settlements in the Old 
Northwest and Kentucky. Not only were souls saved through camp meetings, 
but regular people also began applying the words “equal” and “independent” 
to themselves. The life of Eli P. Farmer – a circuit-riding preacher, politician, 
farmer and businessman – is instructive. His autobiography includes accounts 
of Native Americans, brawls, flatboats, settlers and revival meetings. Setting his 
story within the context of the Second Great Awakening, author Riley B. Case 
shows how Farmer’s life personified this religious movement, which gave birth 
to American evangelicalism, as well as values that would become idyllic to many 
Americans – self-sufficiency and individualism.

$24.95
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History

Race and Football in America: The Life and Legacy  
of George Taliaferro
Dawn Knight

A profile of Taliaferro and other black athletes who were recognized for 
athleticism yet oppressed for skin color, as they fought and continue to fight 
for rights and opportunities. Together these stories provide a portrait of race in 
America.

$24

Dear Neil Armstrong: Letters to a Reluctant Hero
James R. Hansen

Artfully curated by James R. Hansen, Dear Neil Armstrong is a companion volume 
to Dear Neil Armstrong: Letters to the First Man from All Mankind, collecting 
hundreds more letters Armstrong received after first stepping on the moon until 
his death in 2012. Providing context and commentary, Hansen has assembled 
the letters according to the following themes: religion and belief; anger, 
disappointment and disillusionment; quacks, conspiracy theorists and ufologists; 
fellow astronauts and the world of flight; the corporate world; celebrities, stars 
and notables; and last messages. Space enthusiasts, historians and lovers of all 
things related to flight will not want to miss this book.

$27.99
Also available – Dear Neil Armstrong: Letters to the First Man from All Mankind, First Man: 
The Life of Neil Armstrong

Purdue at 150: A Visual History of Student Life
David M. Hovde, Adriana Harmeyer and Neal Harmeyer

Purdue at 150 tells Purdue’s story through rare images, artifacts and words. Au-
thors culled decades of student papers, from scrapbooks, yearbooks, letters and 
newspapers to historical photographs and memorabilia preserved in the Purdue 
University Libraries Virginia Kelly Karnes Archives and Special Collections. Many 
of the images and artifacts included have never been published, presenting a 
unique history of Purdue University from the student perspective. Purdue at 150 
is organized by decade, presenting a scrapbook-like experience of viewing over 
400 rare photographs, documents and artifacts alongside critical contextual 
information. 

$49.95
Also available - Enriching the Hoosier Farm Family: A Photo History of Indiana’s Early County 
Extension Agents
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Meridian Street (Images of America)
Kassie Ritman

Toward the north of Indianapolis is a stretch labeled Meridian Street. These 
approximately 17 city blocks, comprising North Meridian Street Historic District, 
were recognized by the National Register of Historic Places in 1986. Along 
this road are the homes of famous Indianapolis residents, including Indiana 
governors, innovators in business and medicine, barons of industry, celebrities, 
and darlings of the arts and literature. Many of these individuals are recognized 
not only locally, but also nationally and internationally – people like Charles W. 
Fairbanks, Dan Quayle, Mike Pence, J.K. Lilly, Arthur Newby, Booth Tarkington 
and Rev. Howard Cadle. These remarkable individuals as well as others have 
played integral parts in shaping their city into the Indianapolis we know today.

$21.99
Also available – Meridian Whispers

Indiana Daily Student: 150 Years of Headlines,  
Deadlines and Bylines
Rachel Kipp, Amy Wimmer Schwarb, Charles Scudder (editors),  
Indiana University Alumni Association

For more than 150 years, Indiana University Bloomington’s student-produced 
newspaper, the Indiana Daily Student, has grown and changed with the times and 
the school. Generations of student journalists, armed with notepads, cameras 
and a tireless devotion, have pursued both local and national stories since the 
newspaper’s debut in 1867.

$30

Ever True: 150 Years of Giant Leaps at Purdue University
John Norberg

Ever True: Celebrating the First 150 Years of Purdue University captures the 
essence of this great university. In this volume, Norberg takes readers beyond 
the iconic red brick walls of Purdue University’s West Lafayette campus to delve 
into the stories of the faculty, alumni and leaders who make up this remarkable 
institution’s distinguished history. Written to commemorate Purdue University’s 
sesquicentennial celebrations, Ever True picks up where prior histories leave off, 
bringing the intricacies of historic tales to the forefront, updating the Purdue 
story to the present, and looking to the future.

$44.95
Also available – Wings of Their Dreams: Purdue in Flight, 2nd Ed., Heartbeat of the University: 
125 Years of Purdue Bands
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The Burger Chef Murders in Indiana 
Julie Young

The evening of Nov. 17, 1978, should have been like any other for the four young 
crew members closing the Burger Chef at 5725 Crawfordsville Road in Speedway, 
Indiana. After serving customers and locking the doors for the night, the kids 
began their regular cleanup to ready the restaurant for the following day. But 
then something went horribly wrong. Join Julie Young on an exploration of one of 
the most baffling cold cases in Indiana history.

$21.99
Also available – 40 Years of Excellence: The Center for Leadership Development, Famous 
Faces of WTTV-4, A Belief in Providence: A Life of Saint Theodora Guerin

Indianapolis Rhythm and Blues (Images of America)
David Leander Williams

Indiana Avenue was traditionally the host to some of America’s premier, world-
renown entertainment icons in various genres. Along this winding, brightly lit 
thoroughfare were nightclubs, lounges, supper clubs, taverns, juke joints and 
holes-in-the-wall that celebrated the best of the best in entertainment that 
America had to offer, from the 1920s on into the 1970s. On the bandstand at 
Denver Ferguson’s Sunset Terrace Ballroom, the elegantly attired crooner Nat 
King Cole delivered his signature song “Mona Lisa.” Nearby, B.B. King sang his 
1973 down-home blues classic “To Know You is to Love You.” At Tuffy Mitchell’s 
Pink Poodle nightclub, “Moms” Mabley made the audience roar with laughter 
during her sidesplitting comedy routine.

$21.99
Also available – Indianapolis Jazz: The Masters, Legends and Legacy of Indiana Avenue

Notre Dame vs. the Klan: How the Fighting Irish  
Defied the KKK
Todd Tucker

In 1924, two uniquely American institutions clashed in Northern Indiana – the 
University of Notre Dame and the Ku Klux Klan. Notre Dame vs. The Klan tells 
the shocking story of the three-day confrontation in the streets of South Bend, 
Indiana, that would change both institutions forever. When the Ku Klux Klan 
announced plans to stage a parade and rally in South Bend, hoping to target 
college campuses for recruitment starting with Notre Dame, a large group of 
students defied their leaders’ pleas to ignore the Klan and remain on campus. 
Tucker dramatically recounts the events as only a proficient storyteller can. 

$20
Also available – The Great Starvation Experiment
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Nonfiction

Beauty, Truth, Life, and Love: Four Essentials for the Abundant 
Life
J. Brent Bill

Do you long to live the abundant life that Jesus promised his followers? If so, 
then you will want to weave the threads of beauty, truth, life and love into the 
tapestry of your life. When these essentials are each present in some measure in 
our relationships, ministries, vocations and life choices, then we are more likely 
to find ourselves living a good and abundant life with God.

$16.99
Also available – Life Lessons from a Bad Quaker

1001 Watts: Reinvent Yourself, Start Today, and Discover How 
Women Are Lighting the World
Lauren Grey

Women around the world are searching for a new way to connect, to follow 
their vision, to be guided and nourished, and a new light is on the horizon. 1001 
Watts is a guide that will help you navigate a new path of change as you redirect, 
refocus, and reinvent yourself.

$16.95
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A Guide to Natural Areas of Northern Indiana 
Steven Higgs

Featuring more than 140 beautiful color photos, A Guide to Natural Areas of 
Northern Indiana showcases the northern Indiana unique ecosystems and 
includes descriptions of the flora, fauna, geology, history and recreational 
opportunities. There is information on hiking, camping, boating, birdwatching 
and more.

$30
Also available – A Guide to Natural Areas of Southern Indiana 

Hamilton County Food: From Casual Grub to Gastropubs 
Karen Kennedy

The food scene in Hamilton County, Indiana, sprang from humble roots. Take a 
trip down memory lane and embark on a modern-day culinary adventure with 
local food writer Karen Kennedy as she presents the hardworking restaurant 
owners and culinary superstars who built and continue to grow Hamilton 
County’s vibrant food culture.

$21.99

The Little Book of Misquotations: The Fakest of Fake Quotes, 
False Attributions, and Flat-Out Lies
Lou Harry

Motivational quote books abound, but where are the volumes of misquotations? 
In this era of fake news and fake quotes, The Little Book of Misquotations 
uncovers the truth behind the 200+ most famous things they never said! Just 
because a quote is engraved in marble, stenciled on your mom’s wall or repeated 
a million times online doesn’t exactly mean that it is correct. It’s time to set the 
record straight. The Little Book of Misquotations is the definitive collection of the 
quotes people frequently get wrong.

$9.95
Also available – 101 Ways to Work with an A**hole (And Succeed Anyway), 101 Ways to Sleep 
with a Snorer, The X-Mas Men
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Seeded and Sodded: Thoughts from a Gardening Life
Carol J. Michel

Award-winning author Carol Michel presents Seeded and Sodded, her third book 
in a trifecta of clever gardening essay collections. Michel divulges her honest 
thoughts on topics like “How to Make Your Garden a Humongous Success,” “The 
Mystery of Plastic Pots” and “Helicopter Gardening,” among other stories. The 
essays are served up with a trowelful of wit and good humor that both beginning 
and seasoned gardeners will savor.

$24.99
Also available – Potted and Pruned: Living a Gardening Life, Homegrown and Handpicked: A 
Year in a Gardening Life

A Couple Cooks: Pretty Simple Cooking: 100 Delicious  
Vegetarian Recipes to Make You Fall in Love with Real Food
Sonja and Alex Overhiser

Pretty Simple Cooking is an irresistible combination of spirited writing, nourishing 
recipes with a Mediterranean flair and vibrant photography. Dubbed a “vegetarian 
cookbook for non-vegetarians,” it’s a beautiful book that’s food for thought, at the 
same time providing real food recipes for eating around the table, with some vegan 
and gluten-free options, full color photographs for each recipe, recipes arranged by 
time and life lessons for a sustainably healthy approach to cooking.

$27

Trinity: Walk in Love, Forgiveness, and Peace
Joyce Long

Have doubts, assumptions and questions about God? Bring them! Trinity 
explores nature, history and experiences. Joyce Long shares observations, 
personal stories and biblical examples that illuminate the triune God. Navigate 
your life by walking in love, forgiveness and peace.

$14.95
Also available – Real Mothers: A Bible Study About Mothers for Mothers
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Back from the Farm: Family Recipes  
and Memories of a Lifetime
Philip Potempa

Back from the Farm includes more than 250 recipes and photos, along with 
stories of Potempa’s 100-year Northwest Indiana mint farm based on his weekly 
newspaper column of the past 20 years. 

$29.95
Also available – Further from the Farm: Family Recipes and Memories of a Lifetime, More 
From the Farm: Family Recipes and Memories of a Lifetime

Drawing the Right Way
Gary Varvel

Drawing the Right Way is a compilation of Varvel’s best editorial cartoons from 
2008 to 2019. It’s a pictorial history of the Obama administration, Obamacare, 
the War on Terror, the mood of America, Trump, Pence and Hoosiers.

$24.99
Also available  –  The Good Shepard

B Inspired
Brandon Warren

In May 2017, Brandon Warren was forced into activism after the loss of his friend 
to gun violence, but many times he had to first find himself before finding others. 
Brandon says “You don’t have to be a millionaire, a highly educated individual, 
or a superhero to make a difference in our society. You just have to be someone 
who cares and is willing to take the necessary risks to speak up and speak out on 
issues that matter.”

$15

Nonfiction
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Sports

A Month of Saturdays: A Tour of Indiana’s Public Golf Courses
Christopher Clouser

The Hoosier State contains some of the most underrated public golf courses 
in the country. While not only having high quality, almost all are affordable 
and an easy drive away. All of this makes Indiana one of the best states in the 
union to plan a golf trip. The book also lays out the entire state in a day-by-day 
plan so that it can be approached by anyone with additional hints for lodging, 
attractions, and other courses for the links lunatic. Each course is also presented 
with color photographs.

$30
Also available – Curator of the Gods (fiction)

Cinderella Ball: 1967 Indiana Hoosiers Run for the Rose Bowl
Michael S. Maurer

Learn about the 1967 Indiana University Rose Bowl team and their rollicking 
escapades. According to the Associated Press, Indiana’s Cinderella dash to the 
Rose Bowl – accomplished despite an underdog’s tag in practically every game – 
was unanimously named the top Hoosier sports story of 1967.

$19.95
Also available – 50 Crossword Puzzles with Playful Narrations, 10 Essential Principles of  
Entrepreneurship You Never Learned in School, 19 Stars of Indiana: Exceptional Hoosier Men

MICHAEL S. MAURER 
Foreword by Senator Joe Donnelly
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It was a year of  one heart-
stopper after another for 
Indiana’s “Brink Gang” 

– gambling gamblers who 
repeatedly screeched right 
up to the brink of  disaster, 
then swerved merrily away 

to safety.
Bob Hammel, Bloomington 

Herald-Telephone

The game is the climax 
to one of  the greatest 
stories in the history 

of  college football. For 
many years Indiana was 
everyone’s whipping boy.
John Bansch, Assistant Sports 
Editor, The Indianapolis Star, 

January 1, 1968.

Some of  the most self-torturing 
climaxes since radio serials.

 Dan Jenkins, Sports Illustrated.
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moluptatibus eum nullant alitam 
et quam ut et volupture laborae 
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FPO

We lost a beloved Hoosier author Terry Hutchens last year.  
To celebrate his life and work. we will have a special table 
of his books available.

In Memoriam
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Since 1830, the Indiana Historical Society has been Indiana’s Storyteller™, 
connecting people to the past by collecting, preserving and sharing 

the state’s history. A private, nonprofit membership organization, IHS 
maintains the nation’s premier research library and archives on the 
history of Indiana and the Old Northwest and presents a unique set 

of visitor experiences called the Indiana Experience. IHS also provides 
support and assistance to local museums and historical groups; publishes 
books and periodicals; sponsors teacher workshops; produces and hosts 
art exhibitions, museum theater and outside performance groups; and 

provides youth, adult and family programs. IHS is a Smithsonian Affiliate 
and a member of the International Coalition of Sites of Conscience.


